
SCOTT MOMADAY THE WAY TO RAINY MOUNTAIN ESSAY

â€œThe Way to Rainy Mountainâ€• written by N. Scott Momaday, is a story behind a Kiowa descendent experience with
Rainy Mountain. In the story, he depicts history.

His grandmother attended the last sun dance the Kiowa tribe had in  Momaday told this story from what felt to
be the opposite of a personal and special experience one would imagine a pilgrimage to represent. His work
straddles the borders of the genre of autobiography and ethnography. Scott Momaday, intends to share cultural
background of the Kiowa tribe. Get Essay His grandmother was born to the last traditional generation of the
Kiowa. The climate has its difficulties and there isn't much to look at, but he notices the strange desolation of
the land has transcendental qualities, and he thinks maybe God started here when he designed the earth. I
found this piece of information the only one that personally engaged me because Momaday finally had given
the reader some inkling of real emotion that he himself had felt in stead of others such as: the Kiowa, or his
grandmother. Momaday earned a bachelor's degree in political science at the University of New Mexico.
Advertising Looking for essay on american literature? Aho's life was long and difficult because of the
frontiersmen. Rainy Mountain is a place where weather becomes extreme no matter the kind of season. Years
ago, the white armies came through and desolated the land and forced the natives to surrender their lands. He
failed to personally connect with the reader and, therefore, made reading this piece difficult to enjoy. In the
eighth section, the narrator recollects how his grandmother used to say, "zei-dl-bei," in the face of "evil and
the incomprehensible. It does not have the same cookie cutter formation as most books, where the plot goes
from beginning to end in neat little chapters. She is buried within sight of Rainy Mountain according to Kiowa
customs. Their subsequent history is a record of rights lost to the United States government. The author tries to
recall his grandmother through what he experience when living with her. Momaday provided sufficient detail
in describing the landscape along his pilgrimage. This way is a description of their culture, their preferences,
and beliefs. Families within the tribe took care of one another and they had great morale. He passes Devil's
Tower and recounts the legend of a bear scratching the trunk of a divine tree. In the above-mentioned citation,
Momaday unites all these three visions and creates a clear picture of how people treated the nature and what
was so special about it. He believes his grandmother had a reverence for the sun. People could change their
faith, they could find some other places to live, they could meet new people and choose the other preferences;
but still, their history, their memories, and their rights remained the same. When Momaday's grandmother Aho
died last July, he returned to these lands. However, she never forgot her roots and respected her history, her
ancestry, and her past in general. The Kiowa tribe were fond of the Tai me. She had recently died and he feels
nostalgic. The flow of the story felt rocky with Momaday focusing so much on the detail of landscape, and his
heritage, that I found it difficult to follow him when he threw in little tidbits about his grandmother and not
depicting his emotional attachment. He starts at Yellowstone and begins walking south and east. In , they were
forced to sign a treaty with the government that allowed Americans to travel through Kiowa and Comanche
lands, and in , the Kiowa were forced onto a reservation as a result of the Medicine Lodge Treaty. Update this
section!


